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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring. For n 2 3 the Steinberg group ST(n, R) is defined to be 
the group generated by the symbols x;,~(T), 1 d i#j<n, subject to the 
relations 
X,, j(r) Xi, j(S) = Xi,,(r + S), r,sER 
[Xi, j(r), Xj,k(S)l = -~,,drsL r, s E R, k # i 
CX, j(rh Xh.ktS)I = e, r,sER, j#h,i#k. 
In this paper we generalize this type of group presentation by considering 
presentations of groups generated by symbols r, where r E R and v is a 
vertex of a graph r. Specifically, we define a linkage graph r to be a non- 
empty set V(T) of vertices and a set of triples of distinct vertices called 
oriented linkages (or more briefly, just linkages). Pictorially, if (u, v, w) is an 
oriented linkage of f we represent this by the figure below. Hence, u and v 
are joined by an edge as are v and w. We say that u and v comprise a leg of 
the linkage as do v and w. We say that u and w comprise the hypotenuse of 
the linkage. 
If R is a ring and r is a linkage graph then the linkage group L(R, I’) is 
the group generated by the set {r,. / r E R, v E V(T) > subject to the relations 
r,,s,, = (r + s),. 
Cr,, s,.l = (rs),, 
0021-8693/89 $3.00 
for r, s E R, u E V(T); 
for r, s E R and (u, u, w) a linkage in r. 
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Thus, the commutator calculus of the linkage group L(R, r) is controlled 
by the structure of r. We intend in this paper to study the consequences of 
the geometric structure off on the structure of L(R, ZJ. Note that to avoid 
possible confusion, we will always denote the multiplicative identity in a 
ring, if there is one, by 1. The identity of a group will always be denoted 
by e. 
Not only are the Steinberg groups images of linkage groups but so are 
alternating groups of degree at least 6, all of the Mathieu groups, certain 
unitary groups, and other groups as will be shown in Section 6. 
Linkage groups arise naturally in the context of special verbal embed- 
dings of a ring R into a group G using the word w(x, y) = [xU, yh] to 
encode the multiplication of R. Such an embedding is an injective map 
&R + (R”, C) 6 G, (1.1) 
where r4s4 = (r + s)) and w(r$, s4) = (rs)d. The group C = (a, b) is referred 
to as the constant group of the embedding. Although one may consider 
embeddings of other types of algebraic structures than rings into groups 
and one may consider other encoding words (see [3]), the term verbal 
embedding in this paper will always refer to the type of embedding 
described above. We generally identify R and elements of R with their 
images in G and we assume that all rings have more than one element. 
In this paper we prove 
THEOREM 1. For every verbal embedding (1.1) and every H such that 
Cd H < G, there is a linkage graph fH and an epimorphism 
L(R, I-,) +b (R”, R, Rh)H. 
In particular, it follows from Theorem 1 that any simple group which 
admits a verbal embedding is the image of a linkage group and hence has a 
commutator calculus determined by a linkage graph. In Section 6 we 
describe many simple groups that do in fact admit verbal embeddings. It is 
not surprising that simple groups arise in this context since by Theorem 3.1 
of [3], if a ring R with a non-zero idempotent is verbally embedded in G, 
then RG, the normal closure of R in G, is not even residually solvable. 
If L(R, r) is a linkage group, we are particularly interested in the 
situation in which the mappings R + L(R, r) by r + r. are injective for 
each v E V(T). In this case we say that R embeds at each vertex in L( R, I-). 
In the linkage groups that arise in Theorem 1, the ring always embeds at 
each vertex. 
In section 3 we consider rings with identity and no zero divisors. For this 
type of ring we prove 
THEOREM 2. If R embeds at each vertex in L(R, r) and (u, v, w) is a 
481,124 2-3 
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linkage of r, then ( R,, R,, R, > is isomorphic to the group U(R) of all 3 x 3 
upper unitriangular matrices over R. 
It follows that in the verbal embedding (l.l), (R”, R, Rb) is isomorphic 
to U(R). 
In Section 3 we also build up a library of subgraphs which when they 
occur in a linkage graph prevent the ring from embedding at each vertex. 
There are many consequences for verbal embeddings. For example, 
THEOREM 3. For a verbal embedding (1.1) with constant group C, we 
have 
(i) C must have order at least 6, 
(ii) tf C = (a, b) is abelian, then neither a nor b is an involution. 
Many other consequences may also be determined. 
The group H in Theorem 1 acts on the vertices of rH. In Section 4 
we study the consequences of a fixed point free action of H on r,, still 
assuming that R has an identity and no zero divisors. Note that in a verbal 
embedding with abelian constant group C we may by factoring out an 
appropriate subgroup of C pass to an embedding in which the action of the 
constant group is fixed point free. Among other results we will prove 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that in a verbal embedding the constant group C 
has a fixed point free action on Tc. If Tc contains the subgraph 
4c2+ 
then L(R, r,) N ST(3, R). 
In Section 5 we describe the linkage graphs which arise from the 
Steinberg groups ST(n, R), n 2 3, which all, of cource, admit verbal 
embeddings of R. 
In Section 7 we give an example which shows that many results of 
Section 3 fail if R has zero divisors and no identity. 
A number of examples in this paper were discovered through the use of 
the group theoretic programming language CAYLEY. Although these 
examples may be described without reference to their computer origin, it is 
doubtful that some of them would have been discovered without CAYLEY. 
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2. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 
Let R, R, be rings and r, r, be linkage graphs. Let a: R -+ R, be a ring 
homomorphism. Then CI induces a group homomorphism cl: L(R, T) + 
L(R,, f) by r, + (rl),. Also, let /I: r+ Z-1 be a linkage graph 
homomorphism, that is, a fuction from V(T) to V(r,) such that if (u, u, w) 
is a linkage of r, then (~8, uB, ~9”) is a linkage of r,. Then fl induces a 
group homomorphism 8: L(R, f) + L(R, r,) by r, + r(Ubj. Clearly, the 
following diagram commutes. 
L(R,r) ’ + L(R,rl) 
It is also clear that Cc and p are surjective whenever a and /I are. It follows 
that ring automorphisms of R and linkage graph automorphisms of r give 
rise to group automorphisms of L(R, ZJ. 
Consider the special case in which R is a commutative ring. Let 
8: f -+ f, be a linkage graph antihomomorphism, that is, a function from 
P’(Z) to V(T,) such that if (u, u, w) is a linkage of r, then (ws, uB, us) is a 
linkage of ri. The mapping 8: L(R, ZJ + L(R, r,) by r + ( -r)(v~j is a 
group homomorphism. Also, linkage graph antiautomorphisms of r give 
rise to group automorphisms of L(R, r) whenever R is commutative. 
We now turn to verbal embeddings of (arbitrary) rings into groups. 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider the verbal embedding ( 1.1). If C d H < G, then 
there is a linkage graph Pa and an epimorphism L(R, r,) +> 
(R”, R, Rh >“. Also, H induces a group of linkage graph automorphisms on 
rn. Furthermore, R is embedded at each vertex in L(R, r,). 
Proof: We say that two elements h, k E H are equivalent if in G we have 
rh = rk for all r E R. Let [h] denote the equivalence class of h. We let the set 
of vertices of fH be the set { [h] 1 h E H}. The set of linkages will be {([ah], 
[h], [bh]) 1 h E H}. Let L(R, f,) be the corresponding linkage group. The 
mapping 
L(R, r,) + (R”, R, RhjH 
defined by rChl + r h is clearly an epimorphism. 
Note that if h E H we may define a mapping 5: V(T, + V(T,) by setting 
(Ckl)~= Ckhl f or all [k] E V(T,). It is clear that t? is a linkage graph 
automorphism of rH and that E = i;F for all h, k E H. 
Now for hg H, consider the mapping (r)n=rCh3. Then we have that 
(r)d = (r) I. Since 4 is injective, so is q and the proof is complete. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. If a non-abelian simple group G admits a verbal 
embedding as in (1.1) then G is the image of a linkage group. 
ProoJ: Choose H in Theorem 2.1 to be any subgroup of G such that 
(R, H) = G. Then G= (R”, R, RbjH. 
Given a specific group it is often easier to check to see whether that 
group admits a verbal embedding than to check for a linkage structure. 
Examples of some simple groups admitting verbal embeddings are given in 
Section 6. 
We conclude this section with an obvious though sometimes useful 
observation. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a group admitting a verbal embedding as in (1.1). 
If N is a normal subgroup of G, then I = {r E R 1 r4 E N} is an ideal of R. 
3. THE GEOMETRY OF LINKAGE GRAPHS AND VERBAL EMBEDDINGS 
In this section we restrict our attention to rings which have a mul- 
tiplicative identity and no zero divisors. That most of the results of this 
section fail if this restriction is dropped will be demonstrated by examples 
in Section 7. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that R embeds at each vertex of L(R, r). If 
(u, v, w) is a linkage of r, then the subgroup (R,, R,, R, ) of L( R, IJ is 
isomorphic to U(R), the group of 3 x 3 upper unitriangular matrices over R. 
For the verbal embedding ( 1 .l ) the subgroup ( R”, R, Rb ) of G is isomorphic 
to U(R). 
ProoJ: It follows as in [3, Proposition 4.11, that CR,, R,,] = 
[R,, R,] = e. Now suppose that r, = s,, E R, n R,,. Then [ru, l,,.] = rr = 
[s,,, 1.1 = e. Thus, r,, = e and hence r = 0. Thus R, n R,, = e. 
Now suppose r,,=s, E R,n R,. Then (rs), = [rU, s,,] = [s,, s,,] =e. 
Thus, rs = 0 in R. Since R has no zero divisors it follows that R, n R, = e. 
Similarly, R, n R, = e. 
Now let 8: U(R) + (R,, R,, R,.) be given by MB= tw,rus, where 
1 r s 
M= 0 1 t 
! ) 0 0 1 
Now 0 is clearly a homomorphism. Suppose ME Ker 8. Then Me = 
twr,,s,=e. Thus, e= [twrus,, l,] = [rUs,, l,] = [rU, l,] =rv. Therefore, 
r = 0. Similarly, s = t = 0 and A4 = I. It follows that 0 is an isomorphism. 
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Now suppose (1.1) is a verbal embedding. As in 2.1 we construct f c and 
the mapping L(R, rc).-+ (R”, R, Rh)? Then (R,,,, R,,,, R,,,) maps 
onto (R”, R, Rh). As above it follows that this map is an isomorphism. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For the verbal embedding (1.1) the vertices [a], [e], 
[b] of Tc are all distinct. 
We will now prove several results that severely limit the configurations 
that may appear in a linkage graph if R is embedded at each vertex in 
L(R, 0. 





Here the double-headed arrows indicate that the associated linkage has one 
of two possible orientations. Thus, for example, either (1, 2, 3) is a linkage 
or (3, 2, 1) is. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that the configuration of (3.1) is a linkage subgraph 
of r and that R embeds at each vertex of L(R, IJ. Then R, n R,= e for 
ldi#jQ5. 
Proof: By 3.1 we have only to show that R, A R, = e and R, n R, = e. 
Thus, suppose that r, = s4 E R, n R,. Then sj = [ 12, s4] *’ = e. Thus, 
sj=s4=e and R,nRR,=e. 
Suppose that r,=s,ER,nR,. Then ~~=[l~,s~]‘~=[l~,r~]*‘=r~‘. 
Thus, s4 E R, n R, and s4 = e = s5 and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.4. If R embeds at each vertex of L(R, IJ then there are not two 
vertices of r that compromise the leg of one linkage and the hypotenuse of 
another. 
ProoJ Suppose to the contrary that such vertices u and w exist in IY If 
(u, v, w) is a linkage then R,, = [R,, R,.]. If u and w are on the leg of a 
linkage then [R,, R,.] = e. 
COROLLARY 3.5. There is no verbal embedding (1.1) in which [a] = [b*] 
or [b] = [a*]. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. There does not exist a verbal embedding in which the 
constant group C= (a, b) has order less than 5. 
Proof: Suppose such an embedding exist. Construct the linkage group 
L(R, r,) of Theorem 2.1. Consider the linkage ([a], [e], [b]). From 3.2 
and 3.5 it follows that [Cl > 3. 
Suppose that C is cyclic of order 4. From 3.5 it follows that b = a3. Thus, 
Tc also contains the linkage ([a], [e], [b])G= ([a’], [a], [e]). This 
contradicts 3.5 since (a*)’ = e and R is embedded at each vertex. 
Finally, suppose that C is isomorphic to the Klein four-group. Then Tc 
contains the linkage ([a], [e], [b])&= (Cab], [b], [e]). Since (ab)2 = e 
the result follows. 
Now consider the following linkage configuration: 
(3.2) 
LEMMA 3.7. If R is embedded at each vertex of L(R, r) then (3.2) is not 
a subgraph of IY 
Proof: Suppose the contrary and let r, s E R. Let w = r, (s4) -‘r, E L( R, r). 
Since r1 = [12, r,] we have ry= [lr, r;]. We also have 
r”=r-l 
1 1 s4r;‘r1rlsq1rl 
ZZ r;‘s,r,s;‘r, = r-l 1 r1s4Cs4, rll s:lr, 
=s4[rl, s4]-‘s;l rl =s4(rs);l sclrl = (rs)olrl. 
In addition we have 
1;‘=r;1s4r~112r,s~1rl 
=r ;‘s412s,‘rl =Y;~~~s~[s~, 12] sqlrl 
=r l-ll,s,s,s~lrl =r;‘l,s,r,. 
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Since r;;’ = rO we may combine the above results to obtain 
(rs);‘rI =r;‘= [l;, r;‘] = [r;l12s3r1, r,] 
= II12s3rl, rol = t12vIs3ts3, r,l, rol 
= C12r,s3(rs)2, r,l= Cr, 12s3(rs)2, rol 
= C12s3(rs),, rol = C(1 + rsJ2 s3, r01 
= [I(1 + rsJ2, r,lC(l + rsL, ro, s31Cs3, r01. 
Now let r = 1 and s = - 1. Then it follows that 
I’;‘= C(-1)3,101= Cl,, (-1)31-1 
=[lo,13]=14=(-l)~ll,=1011. 
Thus, 1, = 1, 1, . Finally, for any r E R we have 
r0=[r,,14]=[r,,lo1,]=e. 
Thus, R is trivial and this contradiction completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.8. There is no verbal embedding in which the constant group 
C has order less than 6. 
Proof: Assume that such an embedding exists. By 3.6 we may assume 
that ICI = 5. In Tc we consider the linkage ([a], [e], [b]). 
We know that b #a and b # a2. If b = a3 then b2 = a6 = a which cannot 
be. Thus, b = a4. Thus, Tc contains the linkages ([a” ‘1, [a’], [a”“]) for 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3,4. Hence Tc contains the linkage configuration (3.2) which is 
forbidden by the previous result. 
Remark. M. F. Newman obtained the results of Theorem 3.8 for some 
specific rings through the use of CAYLEY. 












Here the dashed edges indicate that vertices 1 and 4 comprise a leg in some 
linkage. 
LEMMA 3.9. If R is embedded at each vertex of L(R, r), then f cannot 
contain (3.3) or (3.4) as subgraphs. 
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that (3.3) is a subgraph of I-. Let 
r, s E R and consider w = r;1s4rz1. Then r; = [ 1 y, r;‘]. Also, 
r”‘= r2sq1r2r~‘s4r;’ = rzs,lr,s4r;- ’ 2 
= r,s; ‘s4r2[r2, s4] r;’ = r2r2(rs)3 r;’ = r2(rs)j. 
Inadditionwehavel~=l,andr;‘=r,.Hence,r,(rs),=r;‘=[l,,r,]=r,. 
Thus, (rs), = e for all r, s E R. Since 1 E R, we have R, = e which cannot be. 
If (3.4) is a subgraph of f we consider w = r;1s4r;‘, r; = [l i, r3]” and 
continue in the same spirit. 
THEOREM 3.10. There does not exist a verbal embedding with abelian 
constant group C = (a, b > in which either a or b is an involution. 
ProoJ: Once again assume the contrary and construct L(R, r,). 
Suppose that a2 = e. Then TC contains the linkages 
and 
(Cal, Gel, Cblh 
(Cal, Gel, Cbl)~=(Cel, Cal, CabI), 
(Cal, Ccl, Cbl)F= (CabI, Cbl, Cb21h 
However, this forces a configuration of type (3.3) to lie in TC which is not 
possible. 
If b2 = e the result follows in a similar manner. 
4. FIXED POINT FREE ACTIONS ON LINKAGE GRAPHS 
In this section we again restrict our attention to rings with identity and 
no zero divisors. We consider linkage groups L(R, r,) that arise from 
verbal embeddings of the form (1.1). 
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We say that the action of C on Tc is fixed point free if for all c E C 
[dc] = [d] for some dE C implies c = e. In this section we consider only 
fixed point free actions. 

















PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that L( R, r,) arises from a verbal embedding 
and that the action of C = (a, b > on Tc is fixed point free. 
(i) If Tc contains (4.1) as a subgraph then a = b -’ and C is cyclic. 
(ii) [f Tc contains (4.2) as a subgraph, then b2 = e. 
(iii) Zf Tc contains (4.3) as a subgraph, then a2 = e. 
(iv) If r(. contains both (4.2) and (4.3) as subgraphs, then C is 
dihedral. 
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Proof Suppose that Tc contains (4.1) as a subgraph. Each linkage of 
Tc is of the form ([a~], [cl, [bc]) for some c E C. Hence, for some c, do C 
we have (1,2, 3) = ([a~], [cl, [bc]) and (2, 3,4) = ([ad], [d], [bd]). 
Since the action of C is fixed point free it follows that c = ad and bc = d. 
Hence, bud = d and ba = e. This proves (i). 
Suppose (4.2) is a subgraph of Tc. Then there exist c, dE C such that 
(1,2, 3) = ([UC], [cl, [bc]) and (4, 3,2) = ([ad], [d], [bd]). Hence, c = bd 
and bc = d. Thus b2 = e and (ii) is proven. 
Part (iii) follows in the same manner as (ii). Part (iv) follows 
immediately from (ii) and (iii). 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that L(R, I-,) arises from a verbal embedding 
and that the action of C is fixed point free. If Tc contains (4.4) as a subgraph 
then C = (a, b 1 a2 = b2 = (ab)3 = e> N S, and L(R, r,) N ST(3, R). 
Proof From 4.1 it follows that a2 = b2 =e. We also have (0, 1, 2) = 
([UC], [cl, [bc]) and (3,2, 1) = ([ad], [d], [bd]) for some c, dE C. Thus, 
c = bd and d = bc. Hence (3, 2, 1) = ( [abc], [bc], [c] ). Also, for some x E C 
we have (1, 0,5) = ([ax], [xl, [bx]). Hence, x = ac and 5 = bat. Also for 
some ye C we have (4,5,0)= (Cay], [y], [by]). Thus, y= bat and 
4 = abac. Finally, for some ZE C we have (2,3,4) = ([a~], [z], [bz]). 
Hence z = abc and 4 = babe. Consequently, aba = bab and (ab)3 = e. Hence, 
c1: s3. 
Now R is verbally embedded in L(R, r,) x C and hence from [3], 
Theorem 4.3, it follows that the obvious mapping 8, : ST(3, R) + L(R, r,) 
is an epimorphism. 
Now R is also verbally embedded in ST(3, R) M S3 and the linkage 
graph Ts, is precisely Tc. Thus, there is an epimorphism 19 : L(R, r, ) + 
ST(3, R). It is clear that 8 and 8, are inverses and the proof is complete. 
5. LINKAGE GRAPHS OF THE STEINBERG GROUPS, na3 
For n > 3 the symmetric group S, acts as a group of automorphisms on 
the Steinberg group ST(n, R) in the manner 
XJr) h xi&r) 
for all i, j and all r E R. The split extension G, = ST(n, R) M S, gives rise to 
verbal embeddings of R in many ways. We describe one here. 
Let a=(2, 3) /?=(1,2,4, . . . . n)ES,.ThenS,=(cc,P). Welet+:R+G, 
by r(=x1,3(r). Since [x1,3(r)a, x,,,(s)~] = x,.3(rs) it follows that 4 is a 
verbal embedding. The linkage graph associated with this embedding via 
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Theorem 2.1 will be denoted by r,. The vertices of r, may be thought of as 
pairs (k, j), 1 6 i # j d n. The linkages are all triples of vertices of the form 





In order to simplify the sketch of r4 we have omitted the arrows indicating 
the orientations of the linkage. Note that r4 may be topologically defor- 
med so that its edges become the edges of a truncated 3-dimensional cube. 
We may also describe r, as 4 copies of r3, any 2 of which intersect in 
antipodal vertices. For n >, 5, r, may be considered to be n = (,: ,) copies 
of r,-,, any two of which intersect in a subgraph isomorphic to m-2. 
Now suppose that R is a commutative ring. Then a linkage anti- 
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automorphism of J’, induces an automorphism of L(R, r,). If y is the 
clockwise rotation of order 6 of fs, then [x,,~(T)~, x,,~(s)Y~‘] =~i,~(rs). 
Thus, R may be verbally embedded in ST(3, R) XI (y ) using the cyclic 
group (y ) of order 6 as constant group. Hence, both S, and C6 serve as 
constant groups for verbal embeddings. Verbal embeddings with these con- 
stant groups are described from a different point of view in [l]. 
For all n3 3, the mapping (i, j)O = (j, i) is a linkage graph 
antiautomorphism of f,,. If R is commutative then g induces an 
automorphism of L(R, r,). It follows that (a, S,) = Cz x S, acts as a 
group of automorphisms on L(R, r,). (Note that C, x S4 is precisely the 
group of geometric symmetries of the truncated 3-dimensional cube.) 
The following result relates the linkage groups L(R, f,,) and ST(n, R). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let n 3 3. 
(i) There is a normal subgroup K,, of L(R, r,,) such that 
L( R, l-,)/K,, 2: ST(n, R). 
(ii) K, =e. 
(iii) A linkage graph automorphism of r,, induces an automorphism of 
ST(n, R). 
(iv) If R is commutative then a linkage graph antiautomorphism of r,, 
induces an automorphism of ST(n, R). 
Proof: If we let K, be the normal closure in L(R, r,) of the subgroup 
generated by the set { [x,, i(r), x~,~(s)] 1 r, s E R, j # h, i # k}. Then part (i) is 
clear. 
Part (ii) is the main theorem of Weston in [S]. 
Now let c( be a linkage graph automorphism of r,. If !.? is the 
automorphism induced by CI on L(R, r,,), then KE = K,,. Part (iii) follows. 
Part (iv) follows in a similar fashion. 
Note that S, acts on r, in a fixed point free manner if and only if n = 3, 
which is in accordance with 4.2. 
6. EXAMPLES OF VERBAL EMBEDDINGS 
In this section we will describe some specific verbal embeddings which as 
a result of Theorem 2.1 give rise to linkage groups. 
6.1. Let R be any ring and let C be the free group on {a, 6). Let G be 
the free product of the additive group of R and C with the relations 
Cf, sb] = r . s, r, s E R, factored out. It can be seen that R is embedded in G 
by the fact that G can be mapped homomorphically into any group that 
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embeds R in such a way that the mapping is the identity on R (for exam- 
ple, G may be mapped epimorphically onto ST(3, R) xl S,). The group G 
will be constructed in another manner elsewhere where it will also be 
shown that Tc is the graph of the free group C covered by appropriate 
linkages and that the action of C on r(. is fixed point free. 
Also note that if 4: R -+ (R”, C, ) = G, is a verbal embedding then not 
only is G, an image of G, but also there is a linkage graph homomorphism 
from fc onto Tc,. 
6.2. Let G = U,(3) be the group of 3 x 3 unitary matrices of deter- 
minant 1 over the field GF(9). Hence if ,? = .x3 is the field automorphism of 
GF(9) of order 2 then G consists of those 3 x 3 matrices U of determined 1 
over GF(9) such that U ’ = 8’ (see, for example, [2]). 
Let (0 be a primitive element in GF(9) and let 
1 o6 W3 
x=w2 lo i ! 0 u13 0 
and 
It may be easily checked that X has order 2 and A has order 7. Also, 
[JV’, X”] = X and (A, X) = G. It now follows that 
~5: R-r (Rd, C) = U,(3) 
is a verbal embedding where R is the ring of integers modulo 2, C = (A) is 
cyclic of order 7, and where 0” = I and 1# = X. 
Note that in [l] it is shown that cyclic groups of order n arise as 
constant groups in verbal embeddings of arbitrary rings for n > 8. It is also 
shown there that dihedral groups of order 2n also arise in this manner for 
n >, 3. 
6.3. If R is a ring with identity and no zero divisors then R cannot be 
verbally embedded in the alternating group A5 since by Theorem 2.1 this 
would imply that (A,1 = 60 would be divisible by ( R13. However, if n 2 6, 
then the ring of integers module 2 may be verbally embedded in A, as 
follows: 
Let fl= (2,4, 3) and IX = (3, 5, 4, 6, 7, . . . . n) if n is odd, c1= (3, 5)(4, 6) if 
n = 6, CL = (3, 5, 7, 8, . . . . n)(4, 6) if n >, 8 and n is even. Let x = (1, 2)(3, 4). 
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Then [P, xB] =x. We let 4: R + A, by O”=e and l”=x. Thus, 4 is a 
verbal embedding with constant group C= (a, p). Now C is the alter- 
nating group on the set (2, 3, . . . . n>. Also (x, C) = A,. Hence we have an 
embedding for n B 5, 
It should be pointed out that by altering the constants LX and p slightly the 
embedding still exists but with vastly different constant group (a, /?). This 
is generally the case with verbal embeddings. Also, it may be possible to 
embed more than one ring in a group. For example, the ring of integers 
modulo 3 can be embedded in A, using a variety of constant groups, 
including the cyclic group of order 7. 
6.4. The ring of integers modulo 2 can be verbally embedded in each of 
the Mathieu groups M,, , M,*, M,,, M,,, M,,. In addition the ring of 
integers modulo 3 can be verbally embedded in M,, and M24. By con- 
sideration of order it follows that no other ring with identity and without 
zero divisors can be verbally embedded in these groups. 
For the sake of brevity we describe only one of the above seven embed- 
dings. If M,, is generated by the permutations listed in [4, p. 791, then M,, 
contains the permutations 
x= (3, 15, 21)(4, 13, 16)(5, 9, 7)(6, 14, 10)(8, 11, 18)(17, 20, 19) 
a= (1, 3)(7, 14)(8, 11)(9, 17)(10, 19)(12, 22)(15, 24)(21, 23) 
b= (1, 23)(2, 24, 19, 16, 4, 3)(5, 7)(6, 10, 14)(8, 13, 11, 15, 22, 20)(2, 17, 21). 
Now [(x’)“, (x’)“] =x’/ for all i, j. It follows that the ring of integers 
modulo 3 may be verbally embedded in M,,. Also, M,, = (x, a, 6). The 
constant group (a, b) is the stabilizer of 18 in M,,. Hence, (a, b) z M,, . 
6.5. From Corollary 2.2 it follows that any simple group containing a 
subgroup which admits a verbal embedding is itself the image of a linkage 
group and has an associated commutator calculus. There are, of course, 
numerous simple groups containing the groups in the previous three 
examples. 
Remark. There are many finite simple groups that do not admit verbal 
embeddings of the type discussed in this paper. For example, Janko’s first 
group J, of order 23. 3.5.7.11 . 19 has an abelian sylow-2-subgroup. 
Thus, from Theorem 3.1 it follows that no ring with identity and without 
zero divisors can be verbally embedded in J, using the encoding word 
[x0, y’]. However, it was shown in [3] that if the additive group of a ring 
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is isomorphic to a subgroup of a finite non-abelian simple group, then that 
ring can be verbally embedded in the group although the word encoding 
multiplication may be much more complicated. The consequences on the 
group theoretic structure of the embedding group of this type of verbal 
embedding with more complicated encoding words have yet to be studied. 
7. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
We now consider examples of verbal embeddings of rings that do not 
have an identity and which do have zero divisors. 
Let Q= (a, b\a4=b4=e, a2=b2, ab=ba-‘) and D= (c,dlc4=d2=e, 
cd = cP1 ) be the quaternion and dihedral groups of order 8, respectively. 
Let N be their central product, that is, their direct product with their 
centers amalgamated. Then N may be generated by a, b, c, d subject to the 
relations 
a4 = b4 = c4 = d2 = e 
a2 = b2 = c2, 
Cd= c-1, ab= ba-’ 
[a, c] = [a, d] = [b, c] = [b, d] = e. 
Now let a: N + N be defined by a’ = ab2cd, b’ = c, c’ = a, d” = cb. By 
checking a on the relations of N we easily see that a is an automorphism of 
N of order 5. Let G = N x (a). 
Now let R = (0, 2,4, 6) be the ring of even integers modulo 8. Define 
4 : R -+ G by (2i)m = c’. Since, (R, + ) is cyclic of order 4, it follows that 4 is 
injective and (r + s)) = r#s$, r, s E R. 
Consider the word w(x, y) = [P, J+~‘]. We have 
w((2i)d, (2j)“) = wqc’, c’) 
= C(P){, (c’)‘] = [a’, b’] 
= Ca b]“= (a-2)“= c2’i = (2i2j)“. 
Thus, 4 is a verbal embedding. The constant group (cc) has order 5 which 
contrasts with Theorem 3.8. If we identify R with R@‘, then R n R” n R”- = 
(a’) which contrasts with Theorem 3.1. Also, the normal closure of R in G 
is N which has order 32 and is thus nilpotent. It was shown in [S] that if a 
ring containing a non-zero idempotent is verbally embedded in a group, 
then the normal closure of the ring in the group cannot even be residually 
solvable. 
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Now suppose that p is any automorphism of N such that cp = ad. Then it 
may easily be seen that the mapping 4: R -+ N x1 (/I) given by (2i)” = c is 
a verbal embedding using the encoding word [xp, y] with constant group 
(a). There are many candidates for fi. For example, define p by &’ = ab2, 
b” = a2bcd, cp = ad, d” = ac. Then /? is an automorphism of order 2. Other 
such fi exist of orders 3 and 4. Note that the word [x@, v] can never embed 
a ring with identity since then we would have r = [ lB, r] = ( 18)-’ V’ lBr 
which implies Y = e for all r E R. 
It may be seen from the above examples that the restrictions placed on 
the rings in Section 3 were really needed. 
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